FIREBALL Frequently Asked Questions:

1. Can FIREBALL be added to any play type on Pick 3™ and Daily 4™ wagers?

   Yes, the FIREBALL add-on feature can be added to any available play type for Pick 3 and Daily 4. To include the FIREBALL add-on feature to your play, mark the “YES” box on your playslip, ask your retailer to add to your play or choose “FIREBALL YES” if creating a play on the Texas Lottery® App. Adding FIREBALL doubles the cost of each board played.

2. How much does it cost to add FIREBALL to my Pick 3 or Daily 4 play?

   FIREBALL doubles the cost of each board played. For example, if a player wagers a $1.00 Pick 3 Exact Order play, their FIREBALL wager amount will be $1.00. The total cost for the play is $2.00.

3. Can players win on both the base game and FIREBALL?

   Yes, FIREBALL prizes are awarded in addition to any base game prizes won. Please see the prize charts on the Pick 3 and Daily 4 how to play pages at txlottery.org and the Texas Lottery App. Find prize charts in the how to play brochures located at your local lottery retailer. You can also use Texas Lottery check-a-ticket machines at retail locations to check your tickets or scan the barcode on the front of your ticket using the Texas Lottery App to see if you’ve won.

4. Do FIREBALL prizes differ from base game prizes?

   Yes, please see the prize charts for prize amounts.

5. Will there be a FIREBALL drawing for each Pick 3 and Daily 4 drawing?

   Yes. The Texas Lottery will draw one Pick 3 and one Daily 4 FIREBALL number from 0 to 9 after every Pick 3 and Daily 4 drawing.

6. Can players still use the current playslips to purchase Pick 3 or Daily 4 tickets?
No, starting April 28, 2019 players will no longer be able to use current *Pick 3* and *Daily 4* playslips. Players will need to use the **new** *Pick 3* or *Daily 4* playslips that include the FIREBALL option.

7. **Can players choose the FIREBALL and Sum It Up!® features?**

No, the *Sum It Up!* feature will no longer be available for *Pick 3* or *Daily 4*. The last day to play the *Sum It Up!* feature is April 27, 2019. *Pick 3* and *Daily 4* tickets that include *Sum It Up!* can be claimed no later than 180 days after the draw date. More details can be found at [txlottery.org](http://txlottery.org).

8. **Does the FIREBALL replace any of my numbers?**

No. When you play FIREBALL, you can replace any one of the **drawn** *Pick 3* or *Daily 4* winning numbers with the *Pick 3* FIREBALL or *Daily 4* FIREBALL number for that game to create FIREBALL prize winning combinations. Please visit the *Pick 3* or *Daily 4* how to play pages at [txlottery.org](http://txlottery.org) and on the Texas Lottery App for more FIREBALL details.

9. **Is the FIREBALL number drawn different for *Pick 3* and *Daily 4*?**

Yes, we will draw one *Pick 3* FIREBALL number after every *Pick 3* drawing and one *Daily 4* FIREBALL number after every *Daily 4* drawing.

10. **Can *Pick 3* or *Daily 4* tickets be canceled if they include FIREBALL?**

Yes, *Pick 3* and *Daily 4* tickets which include the FIREBALL add-on feature can be canceled. *Pick 3* and *Daily 4* cancellation rules apply.

11. **Do I have to add FIREBALL to all my *Pick 3* or *Daily 4* boards on a wager?**

No. The FIREBALL add-on feature can be chosen per board played.